






















Agenda of the 83rd Meeting of the SPSC
Thursday 04 October 2007
OPEN SESSION - Council Chamber - Council Chamber (09:00-13:10)
time [id] title presenter
09:00 [0] Status Report of NA49 (00h30') Dr. SEYBOTH, Peter
FISCHER, Hans Gerhard
09:40 [1] Status Report of NA60 (00h30') USAI, Gianluca
10:20 COFFEE BREAK (00h20')
10:40 [3] HARP (i) (00h30') BLONDEL, Alain
11:20 [21] HARP (ii) - Status Report of the HARP CDP Group (00h20') NEFEDOV, Iouri
11:50 [4] CALICE (CAlorimetry for the LInear Collider Experiment) (00h30') SALVATORE, Fabrizio
12:30 [5] AEGIS (Antimatter Experiment: Gravity, Interferometry, Spectroscopy)
(00h30')
TESTERA, Gemma
CLOSED SESSION - 1-1-025 (14:00-18:30)
time [id] title presenter
14:00 [6] Introduction by the Chairman (00h20') DAINTON, John
- [0] Report from the Research Board (not yet available) (00h00')
- [1] Approval of the last Meeting of the SPSC (00h00')
- [2] Matters arising (00h00') Prof. DAINTON, John
14:20 [7] Report on the Accelerators (00h20') BAIRD, Simon
14:40 [8] Report on the Experimental Areas (00h20') GATIGNON, Lau
15:00 [9] PS & SPS Schedules (00h20') Dr. REMBSER, Christoph
15:20 [22] Status of CNGS (00h20') GSCHWENDTNER, Edda
15:40 [23] Study of the implications of the ion beam request from (00h20') Mr. MAURY, Stephan
16:00 COFFEE/TEA (00h20')
16:20 [13] CALICE (00h30') FUSTER VERDU, Juan
16:50 [25] AEGIS (00h30')
17:20 [12] HARP (00h30') CARLI, Tancredi
FUSTER VERDU, Juan
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CLOSED SESSION - 2-R-030 (09:00-12:30)
time [id] title presenter
09:00 [26] NA49 (00h30') KLUBERG, Louis
MARAGE, Pierre
WIEDEMANN, Urs
09:30 [27] NA60 (00h30') FUSTER VERDU, Juan
MARAGE, Pierre
10:00 [15] QED: Tests & Axion Searches by Optical Techniques (OSQAR) (00h15') ERDMANN, Martin
WIEDEMANN, Urs
10:15 [16] DIRAC (00h15') KOOIJMAN, Paul Martin
Dr. NEWMAN, Paul
10:30 COFFEE/TEA (00h15')
10:45 [28] NA61/NA49 Future (00h15') KLUBERG, Louis
MARAGE, Pierre
WIEDEMANN, Urs
11:00 [17] NA62/P326 (00h15') KOOIJMAN, Paul Martin
RIDOLFI, Giovanni
CARLI, Tancredi
11:15 [18] CAST (00h15') BLOCH-DEVAUX, Brigitte
Prof. EREDITATO, Antonio
11:30 [19] Others (all Referees) (00h15')
11:45 [20] A.O.B. (00h15')
- [0] Agenda for the next meetings (00h15')
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